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Acorns to Oaks Capital Campaign a Success!
It is with heartfelt appreciation for all
of you who contributed to the Acorn
to Oaks Capital Campaign that we
announce its success! Together we have
raised $1,016,279.
“It’s been an honor to meet with
ACORNS
so many new and old friends who have
recognized the importance of MECT’s continued role
in our communities through their generous donations.”
said Alida Bryant, MECT Development Director
“This funding ensures our capacity to continue our
mission: preserving natural beauty, wildlife, and
resources at the gateway to Cape Ann.”
We are humbled by your generosity and emboldened
by your commitment.
The Acorn to Oaks money is earmarked to support
general operating expenses. Having this endowment
will allow us to remain focused on our primary goal

of protecting land. We are committed to
this goal in order to ensure the health,
resiliency and beauty of our communities
for generations to come. To that end, we
are excited to share that we have recently
completed the purchase of a ten-acre
TO OAKS
parcel in the Wilderness Conservation Area
(WCA), see below. In addition, we are increasing our
attention on our stewardship responsibilities and have
just begun an ambitious project to develop a Forest
Stewardship and Bird Habitat Assessment Plan for the
WCA, see page 5.
MECT embarked on our $1 million Acorns to Oaks
Capital Campaign in December of 2015. By September
2018, we had raised $900,000, thanks to many long
time supporters of the organization. Since then, we have
received gifts from our membership that have exceeded
our $1 million goal. Thank you.

MECT Purchases 10-Acre Woodlot in
the Wilderness Conservation Area

MICHELLE VAILLANCOURT

Amy Blondin with the ancient stone maker
at the corner of the woodlot.

In January, MECT completed the acquisition of a ten-acre woodlot in
the Wilderness Conservation Area (WCA). “The WCA is comprised of
a great many individual parcels so it is an ongoing process to put them
together to conserve the whole woodland for the public benefit. We are
grateful that another landowner followed the lead of many others in
conveying this parcel to MECT,” said George Davis, Chair of MECT’s
Land Acquisition and Protection Committee.
This parcel is located in the central Essex woods, off of the Bishop’s
Grave Cartway and near Candlewood Hill. The land contains a mixed
growth forest, is dotted with rocky outcroppings and includes the
swampy headwaters of Rattlesnake Brook. A unique stone marker placed
at the southwest corner of the parcel is a wonderful example of the
historic monuments that delineated ancient woodlots and are preserved
throughout the Wilderness Conservation Area.

Al Creighton: A Passionate, Persistent,
and Patient Conservationist
Albert Morton Creighton, Jr.
passed away on September 17,
2018 at the age of 100. For
over half a century he held fast
to a vision of protecting a core
area of the Manchester-Essex
woods as a Wilderness Conservation Area (WCA). It
was this commitment to conservation that led him to
join Frances Burnett and Gid Loring in forming the
Manchester Conservation Trust (MCT) in 1963.
The completion of Route 128 in the mid-1950s
brought significant change to the region. Never before
had a road of this magnitude bisected Cape Ann
and the potential for development was never so real.
Although town meeting established a conservation
commission in 1962, a few conservation minded
citizens gave their land to Frances Burnett to protect.
She had begun work to preserve a section of the woods,

now named Anne’s Woods in honor of her sister.
Frances and Anne had long loved and often visited the
woods together while children.
“A suggestion was made that we start a private
organization if we wanted to save some land,” said
Gid Loring, Founding Trustee of MCT, “so we did.”
Within three years, the Trust had protected over
200 acres of land. “One of the first things we did was
to buy the Adams family land north of Route 128,”
remembers Loring. “The family had a large parcel of
land for sale and I lent the organization $15,000 for the
purchase.” And so it went.
MCT faced a major threat to the integrity of the
woods early on. In 1966 the New England Power
Company (NEPC) proposed high voltage overhead
transmission lines through the woods. Al took up the
challenge, writing to local newspapers, organizing a
petition drive, and even opposing his father-in-law,

Many of Al Creighton’s accomplishments in, and awards for protecting open space, are inextricably intertwined
with the history of MECT. Below is a timeline that highlights many milestones for MECT, Al Creighton, and the
integrity of the Manchester-Essex woods.

Original MCT logo by James Baird.

1963 – Manchester Conservation
Trust (MCT) established.

1982 – MCT hired its first Executive
Director, Helen Bethell.

1966 – 200 acres protected by MCT.

1986 – MCT was honored with a
Nature Conservancy Award for
working to save the ManchesterEssex woods and given a plaque now
displayed in Manchester the Town Hall.

1966-1990 – MCT successfully
defeated proposals to install
overhead transmission lines through
the woods.

DICK TOWLE

Founding MCT Trustees Gid Loring,
Frances Burnett, and Al Creighton at a
1965 Manchester open space meeting.

Al Creighton, Frances Burnett, Helen Bethell and Gid Loring receive
Nature Conservancy Award.
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then president of Massachusetts Electric. In 1969
NEPC backed off from the project. Over the next few
decades, the proposal resurfaced several times, but was
soundly defeated on each occasion.
Meanwhile MCT quietly continued to do its work.
Frances Burnett spent countless hours researching
current-day ownership of hundreds of woodlots carved
out of the commons in the 1700’s for local families
to use for timber and firewood. Gid Loring served as
Treasurer and wrote the newsletter. Al Creighton was
the Trust’s salesman. “Al was always working to protect
these small woodlots. He took the time to explain the
importance of a parcel to the organization’s mission in
countless letters to heirs of landowners who had lost
the connection that their families had to the land,”
explains Gar Morse, MECT Trustee. “It was the many,
many, one, two, five and one-half acre purchases and
donations that together assembled the WCA.”
By all accounts, Al was committed. “His persistence
was legendary,” said Bill Vachon, former MECT
President. “He wanted people to be proud of what we
1990 – More than 900 acres protected
in the WCA by MCT, Greenbelt,
The Trustees and the towns of
Manchester and Essex.

are doing and to be part of it,” he continued. “He was
relentless in seeking gifts of land, and money — in
Manchester as well as in Essex — as well as making
large contributions personally, often without notice,”
said Helen Bethell, former MECT Executive Director.
“Al once drove to Cape Cod to make his pitch in
person,” she remembers.
The Trust flourished under Al’s leadership. By 1990
more than 900 acres of land in the WCA had been
protected through the efforts of MCT, Essex County
Greenbelt Association, The Trustees of Reservations
and the towns of Manchester and Essex. MCTs efforts
were not solely focused on the heart of the woodlands
connecting the two towns. The Trust also acquired
conservation restrictions and fee ownership of many
special coastal areas and wooded preserves outside of
the WCA.
MCT went through a process of reorganization,
and in 1999 incorporated as the Manchester Essex
Conservation Trust (MECT). The change reflected
increased land holdings in Essex, growing land

2004-2007 – Save Our Woods
Campaign raised $3 Million to protect
100 acres and to complete the
conservation of the WCA.

2011 – Greenbelt established the
Al Creighton Conservation Award
to recognize regional leaders in
natural resource protection.

1990 – Long Hill conservation project
completed by a broad coalition led by
neighbors, and supported by the town
of Manchester, the Trust for Public
Land, MCT and many individuals.
1997 – Millstone Hill conservation
completed through MCT purchase
of 42 acres fronting Route 128.
1999 – MCT reorganized
and incorporated as
the Manchester Essex
Conservation Trust (MECT).
1999 – Heron Pond Walkway
built to preserve public access to the
WCA across Cedar Swamp. The entire
project was planned, financed, and
executed by Al Creighton.
2004 – Yankee Clipper Council, Boy
Scouts of America, conveyed a 10-acre
camp in the WCA to MECT with
ongoing use for Scout overnights that
continue today.
Al and his dog on the newly completed Heron Pond Walkway.
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Al spent years cultivating
stewardship responsibilities,
relationships
with landowners. In
and the need for a more robust
“In many organizations there is
2017 MECT purchased 23 parcels
operations structure, including
an underlying force, someone
containing 67 acres of land in the
officers, a board of trustees, and
who assures that the mission is
central wood from descendants of
eventually, paid staff.
in the forefront. For MECT, that
one of Essex’s original families, a
In 2004, the Trust embarked
was Al. His focus was always on
direct result of fifty years of Al’s
on a fundraising campaign to
purchasing land to add to the
persistence. Today, we continue to
“Save Our Woods”. MECT was
organization’s portfolio. Al never
pursue a project that Al long saw
presented with an opportunity to
stopped, even up to the last weeks
as critical to the integrity of the
purchase 100 acres of woodlots
of his life, in working to purchase
WCA. He was actively involved
scattered throughout the center
land important to MECT’s mission.”
in advocating for it up to the last
of the WCA that had been slated
— GAR MORSE, MECT TRUSTEE
weeks of his life. We hope to report
for development. Over $3 Million
back soon with good results.
dollars were raised to protect the
Al Creighton’s long term vision and sustained effort
land, enough for the purchase and to establish a fund
to save the Manchester-Essex woods provide a legacy
for future land acquisition. “The purchase was a large
that we are fortunate to be blessed with. His passion,
project for MECT,” remembers Morse. “It was 100
persistence, and patience were unparalleled. His
acres critical to the protection of the Manchester-Essex
generosity was extraordinary. He is missed.
woods and it made Al’s vision for the Wilderness
Conservation Area coalesce.”

2018 – Acorn to Oaks $1 Million
Capital Campaign Completed.
Today – MECT holds title to
approximately 1500 acres of land in
Manchester and Essex. In addition
MECT holds 22 conservation
restrictions that protect an
additional 175 acres.

Al Creighton and Helen Bethell at
the Big Walk to celebrate MECT’s
50th Anniversary.

2013 – MECT 50th Anniversary
Celebration.
2015 – Essex Heritage Hero Award
given to Al Creighton, Fred Winthrop,
and Ed Becker, who are widely
recognized as visionaries and early
leaders in land conservation.
2017 – Acquisition of 67 acres in the
central woods from descendants of
one of Essex’s original families, a
result of fifty years of Al’s persistence.

ESSEX HERITAGE

2015 Essex Heritage Heroes Fred Winthrop, Al Creighton and Ed Becker.
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A New Take on Stewardship:

long-term approach. We also learned of a
complimentary program that DCR sponsors
MECT is Awarded Funding to Develop
in partnership with MassAudubon to evaluate
a Forest Stewardship Plan
forested land for existing and potential bird
It used to be that MECT’s definition of Land
habitat. The goal is to support the creation
Stewardship meant taking care of the trails in our
of stewardship and forest management plans
Matthew
Roberts
woods, clearing deadfalls, repairing bridges, and
that benefit breeding bird populations.
replacing trail signs. But with the increasing impacts of
With help from DCR staff, we selected a forester
climate change, we realized stewardship should entail
from Essex who cut his teeth in the WCA while at
taking care of the forest itself. We were inspired by a report
Essex Aggie. Matthew Roberts is a private forester with
entitled Increasing Forest Resiliency for an Uncertain Future
an associate’s degree in arboriculture from Essex Aggie
published by the USDA on how to evaluate the forest
and a bachelor’s degree in forestry from UNH. And in
and develop a course of action. However, with almost
February we were notified by DCR that our application
2000 acres in the Wilderness Conservation Area (WCA)
for reimbursement of a Forest Stewardship and Bird
alone, this type of project seemed a very daunting task.
Habitat Assessment Plan was approved for $13,842! We
We discovered the Department of Conservation
are very excited to undertake this analysis of the WCA.
and Recreation (DCR) has a program designed
Come meet our forester, Matt Roberts on a woodland
to help us. The Massachusetts Forest Stewardship
walk on May 5. (See Calendar below.)
Program supports and encourages landowners’ efforts
Contributed by Greg Crockett MECT Vice President
to manage, enjoy and care for their land, using a
and Stewardship Committee Chair.

Mark Your Calendar! 2019 Spring Hikes & Walks
Sunday 3/31, 3:00-5:00 pm — “Tie a
Yellow Ribbon Round the Old Oak Tree.”
Join Manchester Tree Warden Tom
Henderson on a hike from Sweeney Park
to Eagle Head and on toward Dana’s
Beach. Tom has a story about nearly every
tree we pass, including a 350-year-old oak.
Meet at Sweeney Park in Manchester.
Saturday 4/6, 1:30-4:30 pm — “Trail Work
Day.” Come help clear away winter debris
from our trails to prepare for the hikers
and birders that warm weather will bring.
Meet in the WCA Gateway parking area,
Upper School Street, Manchester. Bring
a branch lopper, pruning shears and/
or bow saw if you have them. Rain date:
Sunday, 4/7, 1:30-4:30 pm.
Sunday 4/7, 3:00-5:00 pm — “Vernal
Pool Exploration.” Join Cape Ann Vernal
Pond Team Director Rick Roth to explore
a vernal pool off Andrews Street in Essex.
We’ll look for frogs, salamanders, fairy
shrimp, etc. Meet on Andrews Street, off
Southern Avenue, Essex.
Sunday 4/14, 1:00-4:00/5:00 pm —
“Long loop from Agassiz to Red Rocks
and back via Haskell Pond” Join us for our
longest hike of this spring, roughly 7 miles
with leader Mike McDonagh. We will walk
along old woods roads, by Gloucester’s
water supply dam, and to the top of Red
Rocks. Meet at Agassiz Rock parking area
on Southern Avenue, Essex.
Saturday 4/27, 1:30-4:30 pm — “Trail
Work Day.” Come help clear away winter
debris from our trails to prepare for the
hikers and birders that warm weather

FRANCIE CAUDILL

Mycology expert Gary Gilbert examines
Honey Mushrooms (Armillaria mellea)
on our Fall 2018 Mushroom Walk in
Anne’s Woods.
will bring. Park near the WCA trailhead
along Upper Pine Street, (Pipeline Road),
Manchester. Bring a branch lopper, pruning
shears and/or bow saw if you have them.
Rain date: Sunday, 4/28 1:30-4:30 pm.
Sunday 5/5, 3:00-5:00 pm — “Massachusetts
Forest Stewardship Program Walk.” Join
licensed forester Matt Roberts for a walk
through the Wilderness Conservation
Area (WCA). Matt is working with MECT
to develop a plan for the WCA as part
of the MA Forest Stewardship Program.
Come learn about the project and meet
our forester. Meet at the WCA Gateway
parking lot on Upper School Street
in Manchester.

Sunday 5/12, 3:00-5:00 pm — “Birding
with Buchsbaum.” Mother’s Day birding
with naturalist Robert Buchsbaum. Find
nesting birds and migrant visitors by sight
and by songs. Binoculars essential. Meet
at the WCA Gateway parking lot on Upper
School Street in Manchester.
Sunday 5/19, 3:00-5:00 pm — “Interesting
Finds & Unfound Bounds.” Adventurist
Fred Wales will lead us off-trail in search
of meaningful boundary markers. Bring
your GPS and an eye for old cairns as we
help Fred in his ongoing quest to map the
Manchester-Essex woods. Meet on Upper
Pine Street, just beyond the Route 128
overpass in Manchester.
Sunday 5/26, 3:00-5:00 pm — “Forest
Bathing.” Certified Forest Therapy Guide
Nadine Mazzola will introduce us to
forest bathing. It is popular in Japan and
growing in the United States, as studies
have demonstrated a wide array of health
benefits. Space is limited, please RSVP.
Meet at the Warren Weld Woodland, off
Apple Street, Essex.
Sunday 6/2, 3:00-5:00 pm — “Ferns and
Wildflowers.” With local wetland scientist
John Dick, we’ll identify woodland flowers
and ferns in wetlands and on ledges. John
has a story to tell about an endangered
small orchid which he hopes to find here.
Meet at the WCA Gateway parking lot on
Upper School Street in Manchester.
Registering at www.mect.org/events
helps us to plan for events, but is not
required. For cancellations due to
weather, check www.mect.org after
3:00 pm the day before the event.

Note: Sturdy waterproof footwear recommended, as well as water and insect repellant.
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Membership
Renewal Time!

Manchester Essex
Conservation Trust

P.O. Box 1486, Manchester, MA 01944
978-890-7153 conserve@mect.org
www.mect.org

Trustees

President: Michael Dyer, Essex
Treasurer: Bethe Palmer, Essex
Vice President/Secretary: Gregory A.
Crockett, Manchester
Lynn Atkinson, Manchester
Alan Budreau, Essex
Frances R. Caudill, Manchester
Jeffrey Cochand, Manchester
George E. Davis, Manchester
Steve Gang, Manchester
Garlan Morse, Jr., Manchester
Matt Plum, Essex
Julie Scofield, Essex
George P. Smith, Manchester
Fred Wales, Manchester

Staff

Michelle Vaillancourt, Executive Director
Alida Bryant, Finance & Development
Amy Blondin, GIS & Land Records
Manager
Susan Caruso, Newsletter Design,
Volunteer
@manchesteressexconserv

DAVID YOUNG

Yellow Warbler

Each spring we ask our members
to renew their membership in
MECT. Membership dues enable
us to steward the property that we
hold in Manchester and Essex, and
to continue our efforts to acquire
additional land to complete the
conservation of the Wilderness
Conservation Area and beyond.
As your local land trust, MECT
is dedicated to protecting and
preserving the most important natural resources of our
communities, and your support is critical to ensuring our
enduring ability to do so.

To contribute, use the envelope included in this newsletter or go to
www.mect.org/join. Please consider using the monthly giving option to
increase your membership level. Thank you!

